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In our humble beginnings in the mid 1980’s, International AERO began as a local
car wash and detailer in Long Beach, California, located near the Long Beach
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pilot’s license and began washing and detailing aircraft at the airport, while still
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has built its business and reputation to be one of the world’s largest private

SHINE Dry Wash and Speed Wax
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national AERO earned the prestigious “VENDOR of the YEAR” award from Gulf-

AWAY Tire and Engine Cleaner
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Airport. Starting his quest to becoming a pilot when he was thirteen years old,
our founder always had two great passions: one for cars and the other for airplanes. With his passion for aircraft, it was not long before our founder earned his
making cars throughout the city gleam. Through the years, International AERO
airplane detailers with many locations around the globe. This past year, Interstream Aerospace Corporation for our dedication to excellence.
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International AERO has been dedicated to satisfying the growing needs of OEM,

POLISH Metal and Aluminum Polish
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performance and guaranteed satisfaction. Over these many years, we have

PROTECT Tire and Vinyl Dressing
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others are measured in the aerospace industry. For years, people have been

SUDS Wet-Wash Soap
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GLIDE Polymer-Infused Clay Bar
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not available to the consumer automotive markets.

SHIELD Catalyzed 2-Part Paint Protection
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Now the same products that clean and protect the most elite aircraft on the

6 Pack Traveler Series / Retail Floor Display
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formulated to withstand the most extreme environments. From airfield tempera-
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AERO is committed to providing the ultimate in quality, always continuing vital

AERO Products
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expanding needs of both the aircraft and automotive markets are not only met,

PROMOTION AND MARKETING
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only our commitment they are our guarantee.

Corporate, VIP and Heads-of-State flight departments with quality service, high
developed a complete line of products that have set the standard by which all
asking if our products were available for use on their automobiles. Until now
these products were only available for use in the aerospace industry and were

planet are obtainable for your car. Imagine being able to use products that are
tures at a scorching 120°F to minus 60°F at 50,000 feet above the earth, aircraft,
and now automobiles still maintain their luster, shine and beauty. International
research and development of new products and techniques to ensure that the
but also surpassed. At International AERO Products, quality and service are not
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SUPPLE

SPOT

Leather Conditioner

Carpet and Fabric Cleaner

SUPPLE Leather Conditioner was developed to maintain the elite leather seats found on today’s private
aircraft, and now it is available for your car. Imagine
your seats looking and feeling as good as the day
you drove your car off the showroom floor.
Using SUPPLE will ensure that your leather seats last for
the life of your automobile. It is not only the everyday
use that causes leather to wear and tear, but using
products containing substances such as silicone and
waxes that are not specifically designed to condition
and protect delicate surfaces similar to leather.
When exposed to the elements and everyday traffic,
it is essential to replace natural oils into leather interior
to prevent deterioration and aging. After completing
a routine interior cleaning, apply SUPPLE to all leather
surfaces to not only create a barrier of protection, but
to bring back its original luster.

SIZE
2.5oz (.74ml)
16oz (473ml)
1 GAL (3784ml)
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ITEM#
4619
5619
5794

Product Application: Conditions, shines and restores
leather surfaces.
Directions for Use: Clean leather before applying SUPPLE by dusting
or vacuuming to remove light, topical soil. After cleaning, pretest
product in a hidden area to ensure satisfactory results. Shake bottle
well and apply a small amount of SUPPLE to a dry, clean towel; do
not apply product directly to leather. Gently condition leather using
a circular motion completing an entire section at a time. Buff with a
dry, clean towel to enhance shine. DO NOT USE ON NAKED LEATHER
OR SUEDE.

Nothing is more unsightly than major stains
or heavy soil marks in your car interior, which
make it look aged and worn out. SPOT has been
developed over many years, and is the exclusive
and trusted stain remover of our own professional
detail teams on Corporate, Heads-of State and
VIP jets all around the globe.
SPOT will allow you to maintain your carpet and
fabric upholstery just as owners of VIP aircraft
have for years.
SPOT allows every driver to have pristine,
impeccable carpet and fabric upholstery.
Whether using SPOT to treat a large area or a
persnickety, set-in stain from juice or stubborn
dirt, the results are...Spotless. While some carpet
and fabric cleaners leave residues that attract
dirt for future stains and spots, SPOT does not
leave film and will keep the surface looking
flawless. SPOT, which is perfect for colorfast
carpet and fabric surfaces, is an all natural
cleaner making it both biodegradable and
perfect for your car.

Product Application: For removing dirt, soil and spots from carpet
and fabrics.
Directions for use: Apply SPOT to a dry, clean towel and “blot”
carpet or fabric surface to lightly soak spot. Lightly agitate cleaner
into carpet or fabric using a “tamping” motion or lightly “striking”
the surface with a towel or tamping brush. Gently blot surface and
rinse thoroughly using a clean towel lightly dampened with water
until spot is removed and surface is clean. Repeat as necessary. Test
on a small inconspicuous spot first to check for any issues.

SIZE
2.5oz (.74ml)
16oz (473ml)
GAL (3784ml)

ITEM#
4640
5640
5824
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FINALE

VIEW

Final Wipe Down

Glass and Surface Cleaner

To keep your car in “Showroom” condition

Nothing says “clean car” better than having

between washes, FINALE was developed for

perfectly clean, streak-free windows and mirrors.

those of us who like that fresh, clean feel of

At International AERO, when challenged with

having the perfect car. Used by Pilots, Flight

detailing the world’s most exclusive aircraft,

Attendants and Flight Crews around the globe,

we needed nothing less than the perfect

FINALE has built a reputation over the years for

window cleaner. Our team invented VIEW, the

keeping VIP aircraft in such a state.

ultimate glass cleaner. Not only will it remove
the thousands of miles of dirt picked up in the

Water spots, streaks and undesirable dust

atmosphere, but leaves the glass surface clean,

between washes are a thing of the past once

clear and streak-free. If it performs this well on

you use FINALE on your automobile. Formulated

jets, just imagine the beautiful results you will

for both interior and exterior surfaces, FINALE

receive on your car.

is an imperative step for every regular
maintenance detail and in between. FINALE
allows your car to maintain that shine and
luster of a newly waxed car between waxes. Its
lubricating agents encapsulate dirt and grime
allowing fragile surfaces on your car, such as
paint, to be safe from scratches.
Not only does FINALE add a desirable shine and
polished look to your car, but it also places a

VIEW Glass Cleaner is excellent for cleaning all
glass surfaces. It quickly dissolves fingerprints,
smudges, dust and dirt while leaving glass and
mirrors with a brilliant streak-free shine. This fast
acting formula does not streak and will not leave
any residue making everything on your car from
automotive glass to headlights crystal clear.
The ammonia-free product is safe, yet powerful
enough to remove unsightly dirt and grime.

thin, protective barrier between your car and the
elements.

SIZE
2.5oz (.74ml)
16oz (473ml)
1 GAL (3784ml)
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ITEM#
4602
5602
5787

Product Application: For use on hard surfaces such as, paint, glass
and plastic to remove dirt, dust, smudges and finger prints.
Directions for use: For use on any hard surface such as paint, glass
or plastic to remove dirt, dust, smudges and finger-prints. Apply
product to a clean, 100% Cotton towel or Micro Fiber cloth and
wipe onto surface. Wipe or buff surface with a clean 100% Cotton
towel or Micro Fiber cloth until surface is streak free. Surface
should be cool before applying. Test on a small inconspicuous
spot first to check for any issues.

Product Application: For cleaning glass and plastic surfaces to a
clean clear shine.
Directions for use: Apply VIEW to a dry, clean towel and lightly wipe
on window to wet the surface. With a dry, clean towel wipe surface
to a clean, clear shine.
Tip: For GLASS windows always clean interior windows in a horizontal
motion, and exterior windows with a vertical motion. This way if
there are streaks you can quickly identify if the streaks are on the
interior or exterior. For plastic or polycarbonate windows, ALWAYS
wipe using a vertical motion to prevent crazing.

SIZE
2.5oz (.74ml)
16oz (473ml)
GAL (3784ml)

ITEM#
4688
5688
5862
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SHINE

AWAY

Dry Wash and Speed Wax

Tire and Engine Cleaner

This amazing product was formulated exclusively
to clean, maintain and protect the extremely
expensive painted surfaces found on private
jet aircraft. Designed to withstand the harshest
environments found on earth (and above), from
a hot tarmac and temperatures that reach 120°
to the frigid minus 60° temperatures found at
50,000 feet above the earth. SHINE was also
designed and formulated to withstand the
abrasive affects encountered in the atmosphere
while flying at over 600 mph. With many airports
around the world not allowing wet washing of
airplanes, AERO Products developed SHINE in
order to deliver the perfect Dry Wash Protectant.
SHINE is a revolutionary new method of washing
and shining your car and providing a protective
coating on your paint in minutes, without water.
No buckets, no hoses, no rinsing and drying!
Simply spray on the surface and wipe dry. With
SHINE you can conveniently and quickly wash
your vehicle anywhere, anytime. The unique
formulation dissolves dirt and stains such as
tree sap and bugs. Special lubricating agents
encapsulate the dirt so that it can easily be
wiped off a car’s delicate surface without
scratching. It also leaves a protective film
that provides gloss, color enhancement and
smoothness that conventional car washes
fail to deliver.

SIZE
2.5oz (.74ml)
16oz (473ml)
1 GAL (3784ml)
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ITEM#
4664
5664
5848

Product Application: For moderate, quick protection of painted surfaces.
SHINE is easy to use, and its clear drying formula will not leave unsightly white
residue in cracks and crevices. Safe for all gloss_painted surfaces.
Directions for use: Apply SHINE generously to a dry, clean microfiber cloth.
Wipe painted surface until evenly covered and allow surface to dry to
a light haze. Wipe off with a dry, clean microfiber cloth, buffing lightly
for a maximum shine. Test on a small inconspicuous spot first to check
for any issues.

Formulated to remove heavy soil, brake dust and
grease found on aircraft safely and effectively,
AWAY is an environmentally friendly degreaser. It
is a must that our degreaser perform to the very
highest quality standards removing all dirt, soil,
grease or brake dust from the surface of aircraft,
while being gentle on sensitive components and
specially treated surfaces.
AWAY degreaser will replace a shelf or two
of cleaning products in your garage. It works
as a bug & tar remover, a wheel cleaner, a
tire cleaner and an engine degreaser. AWAY
cleaner is powerful enough to cut through
grease on engines and baked-on brake dust…
even on roughcast aluminum wheels. Tar, sap,
and bugs will break down in just a matter of
seconds.

Product Application: For cleaning dirty, greasy and grimy areas.
Works well on tires, wheel wells and engines.
Directions for use: Apply a generous amount of AWAY to the
soiled area, working in small sections at a time. Wipe or scrub the
surface lightly as required, while always keep surface wet. Rinse
the area with clean water and dry surface with a dry, clean towel
or allow to air dry. Follow with FINALE to remove any streaks. Test
on a small inconspicuous spot first to check for any issues.

SIZE
2.5oz (.74ml)
16oz (473ml)
GAL (3784ml)

ITEM#
4695
5695
5879
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IMMACULATE

POLISH

Interior Cleaner

Metal and Aluminum Polish

When challenged to clean aircraft with multi-

When challenged to keep the polished leading

million dollar interiors and return them to looking like

edges of corporate aircraft shining brightly,

they were new, our detail teams at International

International AERO Services team depend on

AERO Services turn to IMMACULATE Interior

POLISH to do this job. With certainty, this product will

Cleaner. Unsatisfied with every product we ever

be the finest metal POLISH you will ever use.

tried, we developed IMMACULATE to be the safe
and superior cleaner that it is today. Trusted to
outperform all other interior cleaners, our own
detailers have built their reputations using this
amazing product. To ensure that our aerospace

permit small areas to be shinned at once. Their
polishing products cannot be allowed to dry or
they become difficult (if not impossible) to remove.
But with POLISH, users can polish an entire surface,

every major detail service. Now available to you,

allow it to dry and simply dust it off. What’s left is a

IMMACULATE is the secret to how flight crews

beautiful shine without the repetitive rub-on, wipe-

around the globe keep their VIP aircraft looking

off exercise required by other polishes. This product

brand new. Imagine how IMMACULATE your car’s

actually has certain proprietary ingredients that

interior will look after using it.

allow our POLISH to become finer and finer the

your entire interior will look sharp and smell fresh.
Quickly and easily clean and maintain carpet,
upholstery, interior plastics, vinyl, leather, rubber,
metal and even audio/video equipment. The safe
formula cleans, lifts off dust, ashes, dirt, grime, spills
and fingerprints. IMMACULATE leaves your interior
surfaces looking natural and revitalized.
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and magnesium. Other paste-type polishes only

recommend they use this product between

give you that “just detailed” look. In just minutes,

ITEM#
4633
5633
5817

stainless steel, chrome, gold, silver, copper, brass

clients keep their planes looking their best, we

Use IMMACULATE on all your interior surfaces to

SIZE
2.5oz (.74ml)
16oz (473ml)
1 GAL (3784ml)

POLISH delivers shine and protection to aluminum,

Product Application: For use on soft surfaces such as, fabric, leather,
vinyl, plastic, rubber or carpet. Works wonders on removing dirt and
grime from all surfaces.
Directions for use: Apply IMMACULATE sparingly to a dry, clean
towel and wipe onto surface. Wipe or buff surface with another
dry, clean towel until surface is dry. Surface should be cool
before applying. Test on a small inconspicuous spot first to check
for any issues.

more you rub it in. Essentially, you’re starting with a
metal polish that begins with the necessary grade
of compounds to remove oxidation and scratches
that dull a metals surface, and as it’s used it breaks
itself down to a finer and finer material until it
becomes the finest level of polish available, leaving
a shine and luster that would normally require you
to use many different products to achieve this level
of shine. Best of all, it’s effortless to use and once
allowed to dry, it’s a simple “wipe off”.
Product Application: For use on any “non-coated” Aluminum, Brass,
Bronze or Copper surface.
Directions for use: Apply a small amount of POLISH to a dry, clean
towel and work into metal using a “back & forth” motion until
product turns black in color. Allow POLISH to dry to a haze. Wipe off
product with a dry, clean towel to buff to a shine. Work on a small
area each time. Test on a small inconspicuous spot first to check for
any issues.

SIZE
2.5oz (.74ml)
16oz (473ml)
GAL (3784ml)

ITEM#
4657
5657
5831
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PROTECT

SUDS

Wet-Wash Soap

Tire and Vinyl Dressing

In today’s modern aircraft and automobiles,

SUDS Exterior Soap has been specially

there are many different surfaces, and many of

formulated to powerfully clean your car as it

them are made of rubber, vinyl, or plastic. All of

protects your wax finish. With harsh chemical

these materials tend to dry out and crack as the
natural oils (in the case of rubber), or plasterers
(in the case of plastics or fiberglass) “leach” over

and stripping agents, most soap can cause
damage to your automobile.

time. PROTECT was designed to stop this from

Sure they may be easy to use, but along with

happening and ensure that your surfaces remain

removing dirt, they also remove your finish

looking as good as new. In addition, unlike other

and protective coatings. That is why SUDS is

treatments on the market, PROTECT has been
designed to penetrate the surface it is applied
to. This prevents “SLING” which occurs when
products are applied to tires and then “flies off”
leaving dirt spots all over your freshly cleaned
automobile, which means no more dirt spots
showing up behind wheel wells or down the side
of the automobile.

the perfect balance of shielding your wax
and protective coatings, while also removing
unsightly dirt and road grime.
SUDS, the ultimate soap that helps to keep
a shine on your paint without harsh stripping
agents that can damage surfaces, is
environmentally friendly and biodegradable.

PROTECT is formulated to recondition a plethora

With SUDS you do not have to worry about

of surfaces. Anything from plastic, fiberglass,

water spots or causing “spider web” marks in

vinyl and rubber is a candidate for PROTECT’s
astounding protection and conditioning.
PROTECT also prohibits UV damage and other

your paint finish because of its revolutionary
lubricating agents to remove the dirt.

natural wear and tear from effecting the look
and feel of these surfaces.

SIZE
2.5oz (.74ml)
16oz (473ml)
1 GAL (3784ml)
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ITEM#
4671
5671
5855

Product Application: For the ultimate new look on vinyl or rubber
without looking too shiny.
Directions for use: PROTECT does not “sling” when applied correctly.
SHAKE WELL BEFORE USING. Apply a generous amount of PROTECT
to a dry, clean towel. Wipe surface with the moistened towel evenly
to rubber or vinyl surfaces. Allow a few minutes for PROTECT to soak
into the surface, and wipe off surface with a dry, clean towel to
remove excess. Test on a small inconspicuous spot first to check for
any issues.

Product Application: The ultimate wet-washing soap that keeps a
shine on your paint without harsh stripping agents that can damage
surfaces.
Directions for use: Mix 2 - 3 ounces of SUDS soap per gallon of water
for light to general cleaning; 1 quart of SUDS for heavy cleaning.
Use a clean, soft towel, wash mitt or soft brush that is soaked with
SUDS mixture, and wipe on surface with a light scrubbing motion.
Keep surface wet at all times, rinse well to remove all soap and
dry surface with a dry, clean microfiber cloth. Test on a small
inconspicuous spot first to check for any issues.

SIZE
2.5oz (.74ml)
16oz (473ml)
GAL (3784ml)

ITEM#
4626
5626
5800
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GLIDE

SHIELD

Polymer-Infused Clay Bar

Catalyzed 2-Part Paint Protection

AERO GLIDE is our clay formula that delicately
deep cleans and removes surface contaminants,
while it lays down AERO’s exclusive co-polymer to
protect and beautify your car’s finish for months.
GLIDE Polymer Infused Clay Bar is safe for all paint
surfaces - including clear coat. It will remove tree
sap, bug residue, paint overspray, environmental
fallout from pollution, road tar, rail dust, and other
stubborn dirt.
Now, you can clean and protect your paint all in
one simple step and have the ultimate shine and
protection in no time with our revolutionary GLIDE
clay bars.

Product Application: Use clay bar on all painted surfaces, including
clear coat, to remove tree sap, bug residue, paint overspray, environmental fallout, road tar, rail dust and other stubborn dirt.
Directions for use:
Step 1: Wash the vehicle using AERO SUDS making sure that all loose
contaminates have been removed.
Step 2: Form the 100 gram GLIDE bar into a pancake shape about
the size of your hand.
Step 3: Spray AERO FINALE onto a 3”X3’ section of the vehicle’s
painted surface.
Step 4: Rub the surface with GLIDE using circular motions. Use as
much pressure as needed to remove contaminants from the
surface.
Step 5: Dry-buff the area to a brilliant shine with a dry, clean
microfiber cloth.

SIZE
8 oz
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ITEM#
5718

Discard the used GLIDE Polymer Infused Clay Bar after one (1) use
as the bar is specifically designed for a one-time application.

SHIELD is a catalyzed, co-polymer that
chemically binds to painted surfaces to create
a deep, luscious shine, while also protecting
painted surfaces for up to two years. The easy
to apply protectant has been a detailing staple
of sister company, International AERO Services,
which has been cleaning multi-million dollar
private aircraft for years.
AERO SHIELD was derived from the same
catalyzed protection that AERO has been
applying to large-cabin private jets for many
years, and will provide the same long-lasting
protection for exterior painted surfaces on your
car. The product has been applied by AERO
technicians on every new jet delivered from one
of the premier private jet manufactures for years,
and the results speak for themselves. The handy
burst-pack makes mixing simple, and
the application is as easy as applying less
durable waxes that won’t last nearly as long
as AERO SHIELD.
For best results, use AERO SHINE to remove any
dirt and debris, while also adding another layer
of polymer to the surface.

Directions for use: Follow mixing instructions on Burst Pack. Wash
vehicle using AERO SUDS; dry thoroughly. For vehicles with a rough
finish due to fallout, prepare surface of vehicle using AERO GLIDE
to smooth and remove surface containments. Follow the mixing
instructions for SHIELD below. Working in small sections, pour a halfdollar sized amount of SHIELD from the activated SHIELD pouch onto
the applicator (may also be applied with a buffer). Apply SHIELD in
circular motions onto the paint. Repeat this process in small sections
until the entire car is covered with SHIELD. Let sit for 30 minutes, and
remove excess product with a dry, clean microfiber cloth.

SIZE
4.9 oz

ITEM#
5886
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6-PACK TRAVELER SERIES / RETAIL FLOOR DISPLAY

PRO SERIES MICROFIBER TOWELS

AERO 6-Pack Traveler Series

AERO Pro Series Microfiber Towels

At International AERO, a quick detail is our
specialty. We have assembled 6 of our top selling
products into a custom AERO embroidered
carrying case and our finest Pro Series Microfiber
towel or towels depending on which size you
choose. Our 6 Pack Traveler series is perfect for
that shine on the fly.

These 80-20 Pro Series 300 are 300GSM microfiber

Mini 6 Pack Traveler Includes 2.5oz bottles of:
SHINE, FINALE, AWAY, IMMACULATE, VIEW, and
SPOT. We also include 1 300GSM Pro Series
Microfiber towel, a custom AERO embroidered
travel bag and AERO brochure

dark towels are perfect for under-hood and

The 6 Pack Traveler Includes 16oz bottles of:
SHINE, FINALE, AWAY, IMMACULATE, VIEW, and
PROTECT. Also included are: 4-300GSM Pro Series
Microfiber towels, 1-600GSM Pro Series Microfiber
towel, a custom AERO embroidered travel bag
and AERO brochure.
AERO Mini 6-Pack Traveler #5756
AERO 6-Pack Traveler #5757

towels that are great for cleaning any nonpainted surfaces. They are the softest on the
market and use hi-tech microfiber technology.
We at International AERO Products recommend
light colors for interior care and cleaning. Our
under car detailing.
Pro Series 300GSM White Towel #5701
Pro Series 300GSM Black Towel #5725

Our special Pro Series 600 is a 600GSM microfiber
towel that has been recognized world wide for
its luxuriously soft microfiber design. These towels
use the highest quality split fiber technology,
2-sided extra thick fleece with an extremely soft
silk banded boarder. This makes our Pro Series

AERO Loaded Retail Floor Display
No Space? No Problem.
We have developed the perfect mix of our
premium products. 1 part number gets you a
great year-round mix for your store or shop, but
only takes a few square feet.

600 towels softer, and allows the towel to absorb
more, all while leaving the perfect finish. Each
towel will last for several years. They are machine
washable (scent free soap, No static guard, and
low heat to dry).
Pro Series 600GSM Polishing Towel #5749

Twenty-nine products total make up this display,
with a gross profit dialed in at a solid 40%.
AERO Retail floor Display #5770
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PRO SERIES PRODUCTS

PRO SERIES PRODUCTS - Not For Retail Sale
32 oz. Bottles
Pro Shine
Pro Finale
Pro Immaculate
Pro Protect
Pro View
Pro Spot
Pro Supple
Pro Away
Pro Suds

Case Qty
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

AERO PRODUCTS

AERO Pro Series Products
The International AERO Products Detailer Pro
Program, is an exclusive program. This allows
detailers, body shops, dealerships and retailers
to offer affordable back of the house detailing
to their customers without sacrificing AERO’s
undeniable quality and performance.
AERO’s state of the art product line is proven to
save detailers time and money with products
that are easy to use with superior professional

100G. SINGLE CLAY BARS
Pro Glide

10

MICROFIBER PRODUCTS
Pro 300 GSM Towel - White
Pro 300 GSM Towel - Black
Pro 600 GSM Towel - Grey

10
10
10

results. This allows for more vehicles to be
detailed and more customers to be served.
Once having a vehicle detailed with AERO
Detailing Products, owners will want to know
how to maintain its unparalleled appearance;
send them directly to your retail department
to pick up a Mini 6-Pack Traveler or 16 ounce
bottles for routine detailing. No matter the
circumstance, AERO’s Detailer Pro Program will
lead customers from the back of the house to the
front of the house to become a loyal re-occurring
Aero buyer.
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PROMOTION & MARKETING

International AERO Products is unlike any
other company when it comes to marketing
and promoting its products in the markets
it serves. Our approach to both customers
and consumers is hands on. Customers can
expect our marketing efforts to actually move
product from their shelves by directly motivating consumers to buy product in their stores. This is done through our unique
and unmatched event consumer marketing teams. Our people are trained
and qualified consumer field event marketers. Whether it’s through our instore, hands on approach, working directly with consumers, or by reaching
countless consumers through our field marketing events like, attending car
club meetings, local car shows, or meeting with a hand full of car enthusiast’s gathering at a local donut shop on a weekend. Others may claim to
do consumer event marketing, but our staff, unlike other more traditional
car care companies have years of consumer field based marketing experience. Of course, International AERO Products also uses the more traditional
approaches of advertising like magazines, large events, and television, but
only to augment our smaller more meaningful and effective direct consumer efforts that actually drive quantified sales results. Look for our trucks and
consumer teams to be coming to your neighborhood in the near future.
AERO’s in-store experience with its interactive displays and merchandisers
lead consumers to a buying decision, and customers will find that inventory
turns are greatly increased. These displays will not only call out and entertain consumers, but will actually guide them through the decision of making
a purchase. This alleviates store personnel from having to guide a consumer
through the maze of the car care isle.
In addition to our consumer teams, our sales and customer marketing
teams assist our customers with planograms using the latest in computer
driven consumer science. Our specialists have the ability to understand
what a consumer is most likely to look at when they enter a store, and know
how to place products to achieve maximum turn.
Let us help you achieve greater consumer satisfaction along with a higher
return. At International AERO Products we are a customer and consumer
driven company “setting the standards that others follow”.
International Aero Products, LLC • 9058 Rosecrans Ave. • Bellflower, California 90706 • 800-337-WASH

